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URGENT MEDICAL DEVICE CORRECTION   
URGENT FIELD SAFETY NOTICE 

 
Subject:     Outdated HU value used in calculation 
Commercial Name of Affected Product: Eclipse™ Treatment Planning System 

Affected Version(s) / Lot(s): Eclipse 8.9 and 10.0 

Reference / FSCA Identifier:  CP-08922 

Date of Notification:  2012-08-21 

Type of Action:  Notification and Correction 

 

Description of Problem:  

This letter is to advise you of an anomaly that has been identified with the Eclipse Treatment Planning System 
where an outdated assigned Hounsfield Unit [HU] value can be used for dose calculation when the clock on 
the Eclipse Client Workstation is not synchronized with the Database/System Server.  This notice provides a 
description of the issue, the actions you can take to avoid or mitigate the issue, and steps Varian Medical 
Systems is taking to address the issue. No patient injury or misadministration has been reported to Varian due 
to the issue. 

Details: 

When the Eclipse client workstation clock is running behind the clock on the Database/System server, it is 
possible that a change to the assigned HU value for a structure does not invalidate the density image stored in 
the cache, and for the subsequent dose and Monitor Unit  [MU] calculation to be based on the outdated HU 
assignment. The resultant MUs may be higher or lower than expected, dependent on the specific HU 
assignments. Treatment of the patient using these values can therefore lead to under- or over-dose. 
 
For this situation to arise, the Eclipse Workstation client clock must show an earlier time than that on the 
Database/System Server clock (for example, Client time shows 09:05:17, Server time shows 09:13:47). The 
following activities must take place on that Client workstation for the discrepancy to occur: 
 

1. An HU value must be assigned to one or more structures. 
2. The plan must be saved. This places a timestamp (S) on the DCF cache files, where S is the 

current server time. 
3. The dose is then calculated. 
4. The dose is cleared (for example by resetting the calculation area). 
5. Then either a new HU value is assigned to a structure, or an existing HU value is modified. 
6. Before the current client time reaches the time the server showed at S, the plan must be 

recalculated. The calculation will then be based on the outdated HU value that existed at time S. 
 
An independent verification of the MUs will highlight the discrepancy. 
 
Recommended User Action 
For each Eclipse client workstation, ensure that the workstation clock is synchronized with the 
Database/System server clock.  Contact Varian service for assistance with time synchronization if required. 
 
As recommended in the Eclipse Instructions for Use, always verify the dose calculation using independent 
verification methods to ensure the MU calculation is correct. 

Varian Medical Systems Actions: 




